Bifactor Models of Religious and Spiritual Struggles: Distinct from Religiousness and Distress
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Abstract: The Religious and Spiritual Struggles Scale (RSS) measures important psychological constructs in an underemphasized section of the overlap between religion and well-being. Are religious/spiritual struggles distinct from religiousness, distress, and each other? To test the RSS’ internal discriminant validity, we replicated the original six-factor measurement model across five large samples (N = 5705) and tested the fit of a restricted bifactor model, which supported the mutual viability of multidimensional and unidimensional scoring systems for the RSS. Additionally, we explored a bifactor model with correlated group factors that exhibited optimal fit statistics. This model maintained the correlations among the original factors while extracting a general factor from the RSS. This general factor’s strong correlations with religious participation and belief salience suggested that this factor resembles religiousness itself. Estimating this general factor seemed to improve Demonic and Moral struggles’ independence from religiousness, but did not change any factor’s correlations with neuroticism, depression, anxiety, and stress. These distress factors correlated with most of the independent group factors corresponding to the original dimensions of the RSS, especially Ultimate Meaning and Divine struggles. These analyses demonstrate the discriminant validity of religious/spiritual struggles and the complexity of their relationships with religiousness and distress.
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1. Introduction

Religious and spiritual (R/S) aspects of life present a variety of challenges. Over the course of the lifespan many people experience R/S struggle, defined as tension and conflict about sacred matters within oneself, with others, and with the supernatural [1,2]. R/S struggles occur commonly, though not often severely [3,4]. A growing subdomain of psychological research on R/S examines the causes, consequences, and subjective experience of R/S struggle (for reviews, see [1,2,5–8]). Over 80 new publications related to R/S struggle have appeared since the turn of the millennium [8]. Exline [1] reviewed the broad relationships between R/S struggle and health outcomes of both psychological and physical natures.

Although many people experience religion and spirituality as a source of comfort (e.g., [9]), meaning [10], or help in coping [11], this dominant trend may overshadow the difficulties people experience in their R/S relationships, behaviors, and identity development. R/S struggle
foreshadows losses in both mental and physical health [12,13], and relates positively to depression [14], suicidality [15], and even higher mortality rates [13]. These findings have appeared robustly across religious traditions and socio-demographic groups thus far [4,16]. R/S struggle might ultimately hold the potential for personal growth and transformation, although only a few empirical studies have shown support for this position as of yet [17]. Better insight on R/S struggle might clarify the roles it plays in suffering and growth and inspire new means of therapeutic intervention or new public health initiatives. Further evidence of R/S struggle’s relevance to well-being may help emphasize the need to address R/S struggles directly in counseling contexts rather than only treating its symptoms or circumstances [18].

To advance understanding of R/S struggle through quantitative empirical research, Exline, Pargament, Grubbs, and Yali [19] developed the Religious and Spiritual Struggles (RSS) Scale. The RSS measures a range of normative R/S struggles. This multidimensional measure demonstrated good psychometric qualities, including predictive validity and an efficient measurement model. This original model comprises six correlated dimensions:

1. Divine: conflict or insecurity in one’s relationship with God
2. Demonic: persecution or temptation by the devil or evil spirits
3. Interpersonal: conflicts with people or groups related to religion/spirituality
4. Moral: concerns with the morality of one’s actions and desires
5. Ultimate Meaning: doubting the importance, purpose, or meaning of one’s life as a whole
6. Doubt: discomfort with religious or spiritual doubts and questions

Exline and colleagues also estimated a total RSS score from the mean of all subscales’ 26 items. All RSS factors correlate positively with depressive symptoms, anxiety, state anger, and loneliness [19]. Most RSS factors relate positively and moderately to other measures of R/S struggle constructs, such as anger at God and religious fear, guilt, and doubt. The Divine, Demonic, and Moral subscales appear to converge with attributions of R/S struggles to God, the devil or evil spirits, or oneself, respectively. RSS factors also relate negatively with life satisfaction and meaning in life, admitting some exceptions due in part to domain specificity. For example, meaning in life relates most strongly to meaning struggle, but does not relate to moral struggle. Conversely, moral struggle relates to attributions of personal responsibility for specific R/S struggles, but meaning struggle does not. In original analyses, religiousness also related more to Demonic and Moral struggles than to Ultimate Meaning struggle or to total RSS scores; religiousness did not relate to other RSS factors.

These nuances motivate further study of distinctions among the six subdomains of the RSS, especially with respect to distress and religiousness. Does the RSS merely measure religious expressions of ordinary distress, or expressions of religiousness from particularly distressed people? Neither seems likely given the modest strength of correlations among these constructs as measured independently [19–21], as well as evidence of moderators of these relationships [22]. Nonetheless, these theoretical simplifications warrant further disproof if one must reject them and conceptualize R/S struggles as independent constructs.

1.1. Measurement Methodology

Exline and colleagues [19] found good fit statistics for the first-order measurement model of the RSS’ six correlated latent factors in confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Nonetheless, these analyses left some room for doubts. Primarily, the latent factor model did not test the viability of a second-order factor corresponding to the total RSS score. Strong correlations among the first-order factors (rs = 0.31–0.66, median = 0.51) build evidence for a second-order factor that could represent R/S struggle in general, but a CFA of this model can more precisely quantify support for any single factor that affects all six dimensions of the RSS, which could also include religiousness or distress. Secondarily, model estimation and evaluation methods did not accommodate the ordinal measurement
of skewed latent distributions inherent in the design of the RSS and the nature of R/S struggles, which are rarely severe, especially in non-clinical populations [20,21].

Finally, original replications did not test the invariance of the measurement model to ensure that the RSS assessed the same set of constructs in each population without interference from group-specific response biases. The original analyses pooled data from three university samples into one combined sample. These samples shared many demographic features: majorities of each sample were women and ethnically white, and ages varied very little. However, religious affiliations and regions varied somewhat more. One sample came from a university located on the Pacific coast with an institution-level affiliation to Christianity, whereas the others came from religiously unaffiliated universities in the Midwest. Any heterogeneity in latent structures for the RSS and other factors across these samples may have undermined the original analyses’ accuracy. We intend to address each of these limitations throughout this study.

1.1.1. Model Configuration

Second-order factor models can test the validity of a general latent factor that explains why a set of first-order factors correlate. This is a popular method for validating total scores for questionnaires with several subscales, such as the RSS. However, Reise, Moore, and Haviland [23] recommend confirmatory bifactor analysis to compare unidimensional and multidimensional scale scoring alternatives. In a restricted bifactor model, the general factor represents a hypothetical cause of any covariance common to all indicators (in our case, 26 RSS items), which also load on separate, orthogonal group factors. A second-order factor model nests within this less constrained bifactor model and often produces poorer model fit statistics, because it requires that indicators relate to the second-order factor in fractional proportion to their first-order factors’ loadings on the second-order factor (the proportionality constraint).

For example, “Felt troubled about doubts or questions about religion or spirituality” could only relate to a second-order factor of general R/S struggle as strongly as it relates to other Doubt struggle items in general (i.e., its factor loading), and only as strongly as Doubt struggle relates to second-order R/S struggle (the second-order factor loading). Realistically, neither of these correlations would equal 1.0, so the product of these loadings (the correlation between the item and the second-order factor) would necessarily be the smallest of these three numbers, potentially by an inaccurately large margin. For instance, if this item loaded strongly on its first-order factor (e.g., $\lambda_{\text{Doubt}} = 0.80$), and latent Doubt struggle loaded moderately on the second-order factor (e.g., $\lambda_{\text{general}} = 0.50$), this model would limit the item’s correlation with the second-order factor to moderate strength at most (implied $\lambda_{\text{general}} = 0.40$). Though the proportionality constraint prohibits indicators from relating more strongly to the second-order factor than to their first-order factors, a bifactor model allows either correlation (loading) to exceed the other.

If a single latent general factor truly affects responses to all RSS items, it may disproportionately affect some items belonging to a single group factor (e.g., the aforementioned Doubt struggle item). The proportionality constraint arises from an implication of second-order models: first-order factors completely mediate all effects of the second-order factor on the items. A second-order model could allow limited exceptions to the proportionality constraint and incorporate some direct effects by estimating direct loadings on the general factor for some items, but each additional loading would increase the model’s likelihood of empirical underidentification and the estimator’s chances of failing to converge or produce valid parameter estimates. Only bifactor models facilitate estimation of direct, unmediated effects from a general factor on all items at once.

Bifactor models achieve this advantage through an alternate assumption: instead of assuming that first-order group factors fully mediate the effects of a general factor, a bifactor model assumes that the general factor does not relate to the group factors at all. This too may limit the model’s accuracy, but probably to a lesser degree in the case of the RSS. We do not posit some distal, latent influence on all R/S struggles that only affects item responses indirectly through its effects on latent R/S struggles.
Instead, we would expect some mixture of domain-specific influences on struggles of particular kinds (e.g., skepticism could produce doubt) and broader, general, unrelated influences on all struggles, such as distress or religiousness, or perhaps something more unique to R/S struggle.

The proportionality constraint may also distort loadings at either level if indicators that share a first-order factor vary in relatedness to other indicators that share the second-order factor. For example, if one indicator (e.g., cloud cover) represents a unique part of a first-order factor (climate) that varies independently of the second-order factor (latitude), that indicator should load strongly on the first-order factor, but not relate to the second-order factor, unlike other indicators (sunlight intensity). Nonetheless, a second-order factor model implies that the indicator’s correlation with the second-order factor equals the product of the indicator’s loading and the first-order factor’s loading on the second-order factor. Such conflicts between empirical reality and second-order models of covariance structure contribute to overall misfit for second-order models, but need not invalidate bifactor models. We do not suspect the RSS of containing any items that relate only to a first-order group factor and not to any general factor, but we cannot rule this out without estimating general factor loadings, nor do we see benefits to imposing the proportionality constraint on a bifactor model of the RSS. For these reasons, we favored bifactor models in our analyses.

A bifactor model’s two sets of loadings also provide a quantitative basis for judging whether a single general factor or multiple group factors explain greater overall amounts of indicators’ covariance. If a general factor explains most of the covariance in a set of measures (as distress or religiousness could in the RSS), this result favors a unidimensional model over a multidimensional model, and vice versa. If indicators load with similar and adequate strength on both general and group factors, this supports the viability of both measurement models.

Our application benefits from this additional advantage of bifactor models over second-order models. After establishing the validity of a general factor of R/S struggle, the six original dimensions of the RSS will need to demonstrate their uniqueness from this primary common factor to retain discriminant validity. In other words, if R/S struggles cohere well enough across the original six dimensions to be described by one scale score representing general R/S struggle, do we still need to think of more specific dimensions (e.g., Doubt struggle) as meaningfully unique from this broader dimension of R/S struggle in general? If the group factors retain some uniqueness, could religiousness or distress then render any of these dimensions redundant, if not the entire RSS?

1.1.2. Model Estimation

The original CFA of the RSS [19] used maximum likelihood estimation on Likert-type rankings treated as interval data for the purpose of these and other correlation analyses. Instead, Reise and colleagues [23] recommend polychoric correlations for CFA of Likert scale data (see also [24]). The two-stage polychoric correlation procedure first estimates values of latent, continuous, normally distributed dimensions to stand in for observed responses on ordinal (including Likert-type) scales, then calculates bivariate correlations between these estimated values. Because polychoric correlations use standard normal latent distributions, they equal the latent covariances.

Most people report low levels of R/S struggles (as measured with other questionnaires) [20,21], indicating positively skewed distributions (with more frequent responses toward the low ends of their scales). Thus we expected to violate the assumption of normal latent distributions when using polychoric correlations. Latent variables with nonnormal distributions bias polychoric correlations upward very slightly (bias < 2%) [25,26]. However, measuring continuous latent variables with a small number of ordered options (as many Likert-type scales do, including the RSS) introduces much greater downward bias in product-moment correlations estimated between the latent variables, even if they follow normal distributions [27–29]. Thus as an alternative to CFA estimation using covariance matrices, polychoric correlation matrices usually introduce less bias than they correct, which helps survey data meet assumptions of the popular maximum likelihood (ML) estimator.
Nonetheless, several authors [24,26,30–35] argue against ML estimation of common factor models based on polychoric correlations. ML estimation using polychoric correlations generates conservatively biased fit statistics and standard errors [36], and may result in more convergence errors and improper solutions [37]. Unweighted least squares estimation [38] with mean and variance adjustments (ULSMV) [39] seems marginally preferable to ML for polychoric covariances of ordinal data [40,41]. If ULSMV estimation fails to converge, diagonally weighted least squares estimation (WLSMV) may produce a comparably robust alternative solution with only marginally more susceptibility to bias [42].

The original CFA of the RSS reported no convergence issues with ML estimation, but did not use all available data simultaneously [19], which may have circumvented any such problems that might have arisen in a more complex model. The measurement model’s fit statistics also suggested room for marginal improvements. Could this have resulted from the downward bias of ML estimation, a lack of polychoric correlations, or an ignored general factor? This study examined these possibilities.

1.1.3. Measurement Invariance

When comparing correlations across samples, using multi-group structural equation modeling (SEM) with invariant measurement models can help ensure that differences in correlations across samples do not result from biased measurement. Establishing that items load on the same factors (configural invariance) with the same strengths (metric invariance) across samples enables direct comparison of latent correlations by eliminating the possibility that certain items only relate to latent factors of interest in some samples, not all. For instance, if the Interpersonal struggle item, “Felt angry at organized religion”, related much more strongly to latent Interpersonal struggle in populations with specific R/S affiliations than in unaffiliated populations, this would cause latent correlations to reflect the influence of this particular item more strongly in the affiliated populations. Constraining loading estimates to equality across samples prevents the meanings of correlations from varying across samples, but worsens SEM fit statistics if the loadings vary greatly across samples [43].

Since sampling error causes loading estimates to vary across samples from even a single population, measurement invariance tests retain the null hypothesis of identical measurement across groups unless separate estimation of parameters in each group improves SEM fit statistics significantly. Cheung and Rensvold [44] recommend using a minimal improvement threshold with the comparative fit index, \( \Delta CFI > 0.01 \), as an indication of significant variance in parameters being tested. This method can also test the invariance of items’ thresholds used in polychoric correlations (strong invariance), which enables unbiased comparisons of latent means to determine which populations tend to score lower or higher than others. Testing the invariance of items’ residual variances or uniquenesses (strict invariance) matters as well when using classical test theory assumptions to score a questionnaire by averaging or summing numerical responses, because this scoring method includes all common and unique item variance in its scale scores. Since Exline and colleagues [19] used this classical test theory scoring method, the exactness of their comparisons across samples depends on classical test theory’s assumptions of strict measurement invariance. Measurement invariance tests would help to address any concern that strict invariance does not hold; if it does, this will facilitate general comparisons of RSS data across diverse populations.

1.2. The Present Study

These improvements on conventional methods raise interesting questions within the basic CFA replication paradigm. The original CFA of the RSS measurement model [19] used ML estimation; will the model still fit well using ULSMV estimation from polychoric correlations in a larger sample? Will a bifactor structure improve the model’s fit? Will the items’ dual loadings favor a unidimensional or

---

1 If available, the polychoric instrumental variable estimator would offer further improvements on ULSMV estimation.
multidimensional model? Will bifactor models replicate across samples as accurately as the simpler, original measurement model?

The RSS provides an especially intriguing opportunity to investigate the psychological implications of a bifactor measurement model. As a newly explored set of psychological constructs, the RSS has yet to resolve its placement in the overlapping domains of distress and religiousness/spirituality. Thus far, the Demonic, Moral, and Ultimate Meaning subscales have exhibited stronger relationships with religiousness than the Divine, Interpersonal, and Doubt subscales, whereas relationships with depressive symptoms, anxiety, anger, and loneliness appear relatively consistent across all subscales [19]. The unidimensional or second-order models of the RSS produce a total score that correlates more strongly to these measures of mental health than to religiousness, unlike the Demonic and Moral subscales. All these correlations are positive, yet Ultimate Meaning struggle correlates negatively with religiousness.

How will forcing orthogonality among the group factors of the RSS in a bifactor model affect their correlations with measures of distress and religiousness? Will these measures relate more strongly to the general factor of the RSS than to its group factors? If so, this would imply that religiousness or distress relate to R/S struggle in general, not just some of its specific domains. If estimating a general factor reduces the group factors’ correlations with religiousness or distress by partialing out their common covariance, this would improve the group factors’ independence from these potential confounds.

Happily, these questions have arisen after we completed collection of data on all measures of interest in five large studies of subtly different populations, providing a wealth of information and no shortage of statistical power for these analyses. Hence, we adopt a coordinated or integrative data analytic strategy based on exploration and replication [45–47]. We only employ null hypothesis significance tests to arbitrate analytic decisions, rather than using them as the basis of psychological inferences, and we emphasize effect sizes throughout, following the lead of modern methodologists (e.g., [48]).

2. Method

2.1. Participants and Procedure

Survey protocols varied across samples and collection times (all during 2012–2015; Exline et al. [19] used data from Fall 2012 and Spring 2013 as their Study 2). We recruited participants in three of our five samples from undergraduate introductory psychology courses held at three universities in the USA. Undergraduates received partial course credit for participating online in a larger survey. Two of these universities are in the Great Lakes region of the Midwest; one is large and public (N = 1946 with some RSS data), the other midsized and private (N = 1019). The third is a private Christian university near the Pacific coast (N = 1102). The west coastal Christian undergraduates tended to participate earlier in their educations than the others, and the Midwestern private undergraduates tended to participate later (Table 1).

Table 1. Educational statuses across samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Freshmen</th>
<th>Sophomores</th>
<th>Juniors</th>
<th>Seniors</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WCC</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWU</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWR</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMT</td>
<td>High School or Less</td>
<td>Partial College</td>
<td>Two-Year, Trade, or Technical</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: WCC = west coastal Christian university; MWU = Midwestern public university; MWR = Midwestern private university; GMT = general MTurk; NMT = nontheistic MTurk.
2.1.1. Amazon Mechanical Turk Samples

We recruited adult internet workers from the USA through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) for our other studies’ samples. MTurk is a web platform and online marketplace that allows individuals to offer monetary compensation, processed via Amazon, to adult workers in exchange for completing tasks of various length, including surveys. Its worker population provides survey data of comparable or superior validity to undergraduate samples, and tends to represent a more diverse range of ages, locations, and of course, occupations and educational backgrounds [49–57]. MTurk workers over-represent nonreligious subpopulations [58], which, consistent with the goals of this project, allows for increased power to detect differences related to nonreligious participants in samples. MTurk has proven useful in a number of prior studies of religion-based constructs [19].

Participants for one MTurk survey responded to an advertisement on the MTurk database for a survey entitled “Two-Part Study of Personality, Beliefs, and Behavior” that offered $3.00 USD in MTurk credit for completing the survey. To ensure that participants provided adequate attention to the survey task, rather than answering at random or without regard to instructions and item content, we included several attention check items (e.g., in a longer measure, including an item that instructs participants to “Please select ‘disagree’ for that item). Participants who fail attention checks might not be providing meaningful, reliable data in response to other items. Thus, among 1397 consenting participants, we excluded 12% (n = 172) who failed an attention check, and an additional 25 who failed another attention check (3% of those who received it). Of the 1200 participants who satisfied our screening criteria, 1158 (97%) continued this survey past the RSS.

Participants in the other MTurk survey responded to an offer to earn $2.00 upon completion. As in the general MTurk sample, we used attention check items to ensure that participants provided adequate attention, and we excluded participants who failed attention checks. Among 2062 consenting adult participants, we excluded 6% (n = 124) who failed an attention check.

We then assessed belief in the existence of a god or gods using a forced-choice item modified from the General Social Survey. This second MTurk survey only invited complete responses from participants who expressed doubt or disbelief that any gods exist. Henceforth we refer to this as the nontheistic MTurk sample, and to the other as the general MTurk sample. To avoid self-selection bias, we titled this survey “Emotions, Beliefs, and Attitudes”, emphasizing its content rather than its intent as a study of nonbelief. The consent form specified that the survey would include questions related to religious/nonreligious matters, among other topics.

We excluded 60% (1139 of 1904 continuing participants) who expressed at least some belief in a god or gods (i.e., selected “I find myself believing in a god or gods at some of the time, but not at others,” “While I have doubts, I feel that I do believe in a god or gods,” or “I know that a god or gods really exist, and I have no doubts about it”). Among the remaining 765 participants, 19% endorsed, “I know that no god or gods exist, and I have no doubts about it,” 33% endorsed, “While it is possible that a god or gods exist, I do not believe in the existence of a god or gods,” 32% endorsed, “I don’t know whether there is a god or gods, and I don’t believe there is any way to find out,” and 17% endorsed, “I don’t know whether there is a god or gods, but it may be possible to find out.” Last, we excluded 25 more participants who failed another attention check (5% of those who received it). Of the 740 nontheistic participants who passed these attention checks, 638 (86%) continued the survey past the RSS. In both MTurk samples, as in the university samples, we only report other statistics regarding participants who provided at least some RSS data.

2.1.2. Demographics

Respondents in the MTurk samples tended to participate later in life and across a more even distribution of ages than the university samples’ undergraduates (Table 2). Majorities of all samples’ participants identified as women by birth, ethnically white, heterosexual, born in the USA, and raised to speak English (Tables 2–4). Majorities of the university samples reported no romantic relationship at the time of participation. The MTurk samples reported more evenly distributed relational statuses.
Table 2. Ages, genders, ethnicities, birthplaces, and first languages across samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Age Median</th>
<th>Gender MAD</th>
<th>Women %</th>
<th>Men %</th>
<th>White %</th>
<th>Asian %</th>
<th>Black %</th>
<th>Latin %</th>
<th>Other or Multiple</th>
<th>Born in the USA</th>
<th>English as First Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WCC</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWU</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWR</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMT</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: WCC = west coastal Christian university; MWU = Midwestern public university; MWR = Midwestern private university; GMT = general MTurk; NMT = nontheistic MTurk; MAD = median absolute deviation. In the MTurk samples, 1% (GMT) and 3% (NMT) designated genders other than man or woman from birth (e.g., transgender and withheld options).

Table 3. Sexual orientations and relationship statuses across samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Hetero-Sexual</th>
<th>Bisexual</th>
<th>Homosexual</th>
<th>Other or Withheld</th>
<th>Single</th>
<th>In a Relationship</th>
<th>Cohabiting</th>
<th>Married</th>
<th>Divorced</th>
<th>Other or Withheld</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WCC</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWU</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWR</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMT</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Religious affiliations across samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Christian: Unspecified/Other</th>
<th>Protestant</th>
<th>Catholic</th>
<th>Jewish</th>
<th>Buddhist</th>
<th>Hindu</th>
<th>Muslim</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Mixed</th>
<th>Agnostic</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Atheist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WCC</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWU</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWR</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMT</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: WCC = west coastal Christian university; MWU = Midwestern public university; MWR = Midwestern private university; GMT = general MTurk; NMT = nontheistic MTurk; MAD = median absolute deviation. In the MTurk samples, 1% (GMT) and 3% (NMT) designated genders other than man or woman from birth (e.g., transgender and withheld options).
Religion distributions varied across samples. Large majorities affiliated with Christianity in the west coastal Christian and Midwestern public university samples (Table 4). The Midwestern private university and general MTurk samples represented Christian and unaffiliated students more evenly. In the nontheistic MTurk sample, 21% listed a religious affiliation, nonbelief in divine entities notwithstanding. Each non-Christian affiliation comprised less than 5% of each sample.

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Religious and Spiritual Struggles (RSS) Scale [13]

The RSS measured the extent to which participants had experienced six dimensions of R/S struggle over their previous few months with 26 statements (four per dimension except Divine and Doubt, which have five items each) rated on a five-point Likert-type scale with the following options: not at all/does not apply, a little bit, somewhat, quite a bit, and a great deal. Divine struggle subsumes relational problems with God (e.g., “felt angry at God”), including perceptions and fears of abandonment and punishment. Demonic struggle subsumes supernatural evil interference (e.g., “felt attacked by the devil or evil spirits”) including temptation. Interpersonal struggle subsumes conflict with religious people and groups (e.g., “felt angry at organized religion”), including victimization and ostracism. Moral struggle subsumes personal ethical difficulties (e.g., “felt torn between what I wanted and what I knew was morally right”) and guilt. Ultimate meaning struggle subsumes doubts about personal and existential significance (e.g., “felt as though my life had no deeper meaning”). Doubt struggle subsumes distressing uncertainty about R/S beliefs (e.g., “felt confused about my religious/spiritual beliefs”).

2.2.2. Religiousness

Previous studies (e.g., [3,59,60]) have used the following measures of religiousness in research on attitudes toward God. They have demonstrated good internal reliability and convergent validity with other religious constructs.

Religious Belief Salience (RBS) [61]

Four statements (e.g., “My religious/spiritual beliefs lie behind my whole approach to life”) rated for agreement on a 12-point Likert-type scale measured the personal significance of participants’ religious beliefs. Verbal anchors only appeared above the options we ranked lowest (does not apply; I have no religious/spiritual beliefs), second lowest (strongly disagree), and highest (strongly agree) for ordinal quantitative analyses.

Religious Participation (RP) [9]

Participants rated their frequencies of eight behaviors (e.g., “prayed or meditated”, “thought about religious/spiritual issues”) in the previous week on a six-point Likert-type scale with the following options: not at all, once, a few times, on most days, daily, and more than once per day. We excluded the last two items pertaining to hearing from God from all analyses because only relatively recent participants received them.

---

2 Throughout we list the lowest-ranked response options first and the highest-ranked options last. Most of our analyses did not treat these data as numeric. When using maximum likelihood estimation, we assigned the lowest-ranked option a value of one and increased this by one unit for each rank (e.g., a five represented the highest-ranked option on a five-point scale).
2.2.3. Distress

Center for Epidemiologic Studies—Depression scale (CES-D) [62]

Participants rated their frequencies of eight depressive symptoms during the past week (e.g., “felt depressed”, “felt lonely”) on a four-point Likert-type scale with the following options: rarely or none of the time (less than 1 day); some or a little of the time (1–2 days); occasionally or a moderate amount of time (3–4 days); and most or all of the time (5–7 days). Two additional items rated on the same scale represented an absence of or reprieve from depression (“felt hopeful about the future” and “were happy”). This measure has been validated for many populations (e.g., [63,64]).

Generalized Anxiety Disorder Seven-Item Scale (GAD-7) [65]

Participants rated their frequencies of seven anxiety-related problems during the past two weeks (e.g., “trouble relaxing”, “becoming easily annoyed or irritable”) on a four-point Likert-type scale with the following options: not at all, several days, more than half the days, and nearly every day. A large German study validated this measure for the general population [66].

Perceived Stress Scale [67]

Participants rated their frequencies of seven stressful experiences during the past month (e.g., “felt nervous and ‘stressed’”, “been upset because of something that happened unexpectedly”) on a five-point Likert-type scale with the following options: never, almost never, sometimes, fairly often, and very often. Three additional items rated on the same scale represented a sense of control and ease (“felt that things were going your way”, “felt that you were on top of things”, and “been able to control the irritations in your life”), the theoretically opposite pole of the latent stress dimension. Recent research has validated this measure for undergraduates [68].

Big Five Inventory—Neuroticism Subscale [69]

Participants rated 44 statements about themselves for agreement on a five-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. These statements measure the five most essential traits in personality theory [70]. We focused on neuroticism, the characteristic tendency to experience frequent or intense negative emotions, impulses, and thoughts. This construct shares heritable influences with anxiety [71]. Only eight items pertained to neuroticism (e.g., “I am depressed, blue”), three of which indicate low neuroticism or high emotional stability (e.g., “I am relaxed and handle stress well”), the theoretically opposite pole of the latent neuroticism dimension. This measure converges well with other neuroticism measures [72]. We only used data from the other 36 items to identify participants with excessively invariant response patterns.

3. Results

We conducted all analyses in R [73]. We report only standardized loadings and correlations instead of raw covariances.

3.1. Exclusion Criteria

Before conducting primary analyses, we excluded participants with insufficiently effortful responding (IER) patterns based on the number of identical responses each participant gave across all items of the RSS. We ignored the lowest response option, not at all/does not apply, since many people might legitimately experience no R/S struggles whatsoever. We found an absolute minimum of participants across all samples (n = 8 of N = 5863) chose the same option (excluding the lowest) 23 out of 26 possible times. We assumed this represented the most extreme degree of invariant responding that might occur legitimately. This threshold also resembles the highest empirically derived cutoff that identified IER with 99% specificity for a 300-item questionnaire (25) [74]. Thus we excluded...
106 participants (1.8%) who gave the same response between 2 and 5 to at least 24 RSS for clear IER, but retained 842 participants (14.4%) who chose the lowest response option, *not at all/does not apply*, for at least 24 questions. Preferring to retain invalid responses rather than exclude valid responses, we implemented this screening technique ([long string] [75]) more permissively than Johnson [76], who used it to exclude 3.5% of another Web-based survey’s participants. Four of our samples would have set a lower threshold by our criterion: absolute minima within samples occurred first at 17 (*n* = 0), 17 (1), 19 (0), 21 (3), and 24 (0) identical responses.

We also excluded participants who failed an attention check embedded in the RSS. The participants of both MTurk studies and the 900 most recent participants from the university samples received an item with the RSS that instructed them to choose a specific response option. Of the 2697 participants without missing responses to this item, we excluded 68 (2.5%) who failed to comply. Of these 68, 15 also met the long string criterion for exclusion. Those failing the attention check also tended to give a higher number of identical responses to the RSS (median = 13) than those who passed (median = 5; Hedges’ *g* = 1.8; Kendall’s τ scaled to *r* = 0.20 [77]).

We used the *forestplot* package [78] to visualize comparisons of effect size estimates and confidence intervals across all samples and the total sample. In the overall sample with 95% confidence based on a negative binomial regression model [79], we would expect the mean number of identical responses to be between 2.0 and 2.8 times larger among people who fail this attention check (Figure 1a). Conversely, the odds of a participant failing the attention check increase by 19%–28% for every unit increase in the number of identical responses based on a logistic regression model with 95% confidence (Figure 1b) [80]. These relationships support the convergent validity of these criteria for identifying IER.
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**Figure 1.** (a) Forest plot of ratios of mean equal responses if attention check is failed vs. passed; (b) Forest plot of odds ratios for attention check failure per equal response. Combined *N* = 2697; MR = mean ratio; OR = odds ratio; U = university.

However, the general MTurk sample had fewer, rarer failures (*n* = 5 of 1158 or 0.4%) than the nontheistic MTurk sample and the private Midwestern university (*ns* = 21 of 638 or 3.4%, and 8 of 288 or 2.9%, respectively; Fisher’s exact test of independence *p* < 0.001). The latter pair of samples also had rarer failures than the west coastal Christian and public Midwestern universities (*ns* = 11 of 211 or 5.5%, and 23 of 401 or 6.1%, respectively; Fisher’s exact test of independence *p* = 0.128; for all five samples, Fisher’s exact test of independence *p* < 0.001). The relationship between attention check failure and number of identical responses also strengthened in the university samples (see Figure 1a,b; for
interaction of attention and sample in negative binomial model, likelihood ratio $\chi^2(4) = 13.7, p = 0.008$). This suggests greater awareness of attention checking items among MTurk workers, and demonstrates the value of using both independent screening criteria to exclude a greater portion of invalid data.

The exclusion criteria jointly reduced the total sample size to $N = 5705$ (97.3%). They reduced the west coastal Christian university’s sample to $n = 1069$ (97.0%), the Midwestern public university’s sample to 1870 (96.1%), the Midwestern private university’s sample to 1006 (98.7%), the general MTurk sample to 1149 (99.2%), and the nontheistic MTurk sample to 611 (95.8%).

3.2. Exploratory Factor Analyses of the RSS

We began our reanalysis of the latent structure of the RSS by performing exploratory factor analyses of the items. These analyses provided a purely empirical basis for judging whether the items’ covariance structure would naturally support the original six-factor measurement model, and if this would change when extracting a general factor. Using the `psych` package [81], we estimated polychoric correlations for all pairs of RSS items separately in each of our five samples. We then performed exploratory factor analysis of each sample’s polychoric correlation matrix using minres (ordinary, unweighted least squares) estimation to extract six factors, which we rotated using the oblimin oblique criterion. These analyses produced good fit statistics for the west coastal Christian and Midwestern public university samples (Tucker–Lewis Indices (TLIs) = 0.96 and 0.97, root mean square errors of approximation (RMSEAs) = 0.05, df-corrected root mean square residuals (RMSRs) = 0.01–0.02), acceptable fit for the Midwestern private university and unscreened MTurk samples (TLIs = 0.92 and 0.94, RMSEAs = 0.08 and 0.07, RMSRs = 0.02), and very poor fit for the nontheistic MTurk sample (TLI = 0.20, RMSEA = 0.36, RMSRs = 0.04).

In this last case, symptoms of over-factoring manifested. Items belonging to the Divine and Demonic subscales loaded together on the first factor, with Demonic items loading more weakly (Demonic $\lambda_1 = 0.46–0.59$; Divine $\lambda_1 = 0.66–0.90$). Demonic items also loaded on the sixth factor ($\lambda_6 = 0.41–0.53$), as did item 13 from the Interpersonal subscale (“felt angry at organized religion”), which loaded negatively ($\lambda_6 = -0.46$; on the Interpersonal factor, $\lambda_3 = 0.79$). This suggests nontheistic people may differentiate less between divine and demonic agents as targets for attributions of any R/S struggles they experience with respect to supernatural entities. Extracting only five factors offered little improvement in the fit statistics (TLI = 0.25, RMSEA = 0.35, df-corrected RMSR = 0.04), but produced a factor pattern with reasonably simple structure (all primary $\lambda$s ≥ 0.63, all secondary $\lambda$s ≤ 0.30), in which Divine and Demonic items shared the first factor.

As in Exline and colleagues [19], the first eigenvalue of the RSS items greatly exceeded the others in all samples. Its magnitude ranged from 12 to 14, exceeding the next largest by 8–11, or factors of 3–5. This predominant general factor and strong factor correlations (median = 0.41 across samples) imply a plausible bifactor structure [23].

Exploratory bifactor analyses using Schmid and Leiman’s [82] transformation of the initial six-factor solutions supported the presence of a general factor in all five samples. For loadings on the general factors across samples, median $\lambda_{\text{general}} = 0.59–0.70$; all $\lambda_{\text{general}} > 0.32$, except item 13 in the nontheistic MTurk sample ($\lambda_{\text{general}} = 0.19$). Ratios of general factors’ eigenvalues to group factors’ largest eigenvalues = 3–5. Median percentages of general variance in each item = 46%–62%. These results suggest that the RSS items’ common covariance (i.e., excluding unique residual variances) split relatively evenly between the general factor and all group factors.

3.3. Confirmatory Factor Analyses of the RSS

We fit all structural equation models (SEMs) to polychoric correlations using ULSMV estimation in the `lavaan` package [83]. We note a few exceptions to these estimation methods below. All $\chi^2$, CFI, and RMSEA fit statistics used variance-scaling and mean-adjusting corrections [39]. We calculated $\omega$ reliabilities for factors using the `semTools` package [84]. This formula, presented by Green and Yang [85]...
as \(\rho_X\), does not assume equal loadings across any factor’s indicators, and it uses the observed (not model-implied) total covariance to estimate reliability conservatively.

### 3.3.1. Original Measurement Model

We tested the original RSS measurement model [19] for measurement invariance across all five samples. Constraining the loadings, thresholds, residuals, and latent variances and covariances to have equal estimates across samples resulted in an optimal blend of model parsimony and replicability across samples and good fidelity to the empirical covariance structure (\(\chi^2 (1,976) = 4790, \text{CFI} = 0.96, \text{RMSEA} = 0.04, \text{weighted root mean square residual (WRMR)} = 6.12\); Figure 2). Estimating thresholds, \(\chi\) model-implied) total covariance to estimate reliability conservatively.

![Figure 2. Original measurement model of the RSS. Squares represent items. Ovals represent latent factors. Line weights correspond to their path coefficients, which are standardized. See Table 5 for latent means and variances. Thresholds and residuals are omitted.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Divine</th>
<th>Demonic</th>
<th>Interpersonal</th>
<th>Moral</th>
<th>Ultimate Meaning</th>
<th>Doubt</th>
<th>General</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WCC</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>1.0 (4.5)</td>
<td>2.5 (5.7)</td>
<td>0.6 (1.3)</td>
<td>0.9 (2.2)</td>
<td>−0.3 (4.0)</td>
<td>0.3 (3.5)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>−15.2 (1.2)</td>
<td>−10.6 (4.1)</td>
<td>−6.3 (0.6)</td>
<td>−8.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>−13.8 (1.7)</td>
<td>−13.8 (1.1)</td>
<td>16.3 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>0.4 (4.5)</td>
<td>0.4 (3.3)</td>
<td>0.3 (1.0)</td>
<td>−0.2 (1.3)</td>
<td>−0.3 (5.7)</td>
<td>−0.1 (4.0)</td>
<td>0.6 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWU</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>−3.0</td>
<td>−1.9</td>
<td>−1.2</td>
<td>−1.9</td>
<td>−2.9</td>
<td>−2.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWR</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMT</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>−0.0</td>
<td>−0.3</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>−6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>−0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>−0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>−0.3</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>−13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>−0.0</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** WCC = west coastal Christian university; MWU = Midwestern public university; MWR = Midwestern private university; GMT = general MTurk; NMT = nontheistic MTurk. The MWR sample’s means served as a comparative baseline. All models used strict, latent variance, and latent covariance constraints across samples. Therefore, the WCC variance estimates apply to all samples.
These loadings sufficed to estimate all factors well, which supports both the multidimensional and grouped factors. However, this model appeared to fit marginally worse than the original model due to the constrained group factor covariances. The general factor represented an explanation for these covariances, but did not allow any two factors to covary more with each other than with all other factors.

Ultimately, fit statistics compared well with Exline and colleagues’ [19] original results for the RSS. Their use of ML estimation without polychoric correlations did not prevent an accurate, positive conclusion regarding the validity of the RSS. The strict invariance of the RSS across these populations indicates that calculating latent scores from averages of responses should not have introduced substantially unequal biases in their analyses of correlations with other variables.

### 3.3.2. Restricted Bifactor Measurement Model

A restricted bifactor model of the RSS maintained good fit statistics with the same measurement invariance constraints ($\chi^2(1,961) = 5277$, CFI = 0.96, RMSEA = 0.04; WMR = 6.55; Figure 3). Surprisingly, each invariance constraint improved model fit (metric vs. configural invariance $\Delta$CFI = 0.0023, strict vs. metric $\Delta$CFI = 0.007, constrained variances vs. metric $\Delta$CFI = 0.023). All items loaded fairly strongly on both the general factor ($\lambda_{\text{general}} = 0.46$–0.78) and their respective group factors ($\lambda$s = 0.43–0.78). These loadings sufficed to estimate all factors well, which supports both the multidimensional and unidimensional frameworks for the RSS. Reliabilities differed from the original model by less than 0.03, and the general factor’s reliability also varied across samples (Table 6).

![Restricted bifactor measurement model of the RSS. Squares represent items. Ovals represent latent factors. Line weights correspond to their path coefficients, which are standardized. See Table 5 for latent means and variances. Thresholds and residuals are omitted.](image)

#### Table 6. Reliability coefficient $\omega$ for RSS factors across samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Divine</th>
<th>Demonic</th>
<th>Interpersonal</th>
<th>Moral</th>
<th>Ultimate Meaning</th>
<th>Doubt</th>
<th>General</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WCC</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWU</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>10.02</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>10.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWR</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMT</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: WCC = west coastal Christian university; MWU = Midwestern public university; MWR = Midwestern private university; GMT = general MTurk; NMT = nontheistic MTurk. Calculations used the original measurement model, except for the general factor, which used the restricted model.

We used WLSMV estimation for this test of metric invariance because ULSMV could not produce scaled fit statistics for the configural model.
For instance, by sharing one general factor, the relatively unique Demonic items (λ_{general} = 0.52–0.55, λ_{group} = 0.68–0.78, all first-order factor rs = 0.31–0.59) may have attenuated loadings for relatively similar Divine and Doubt items (λ_{general} = 0.72–0.78, λ_{group} = 0.43–0.51, factor r = 0.72). Therefore, next we tested a bifactor model with free covariances among group factors and an orthogonal general factor.

### 3.3.3. Unrestricted Bifactor Measurement Model

This model produced the best fit statistics of all RSS CFAs (χ²(1,946) = 4126, CFI = 0.97, RMSEA = 0.03, WRMR = 5.49; Figure 4). It continued to perform well in measurement invariance testing, achieving strict measurement invariance (metric vs. configural invariance ΔCFI = −0.002,4 strict vs. metric ΔCFI = −0.002) with invariant latent factor covariances and variances (constrained covariances vs. metric invariance ΔCFI = −0.006; variances vs. metric ΔCFI = −0.008). This model’s ω reliabilities did not differ from the other models’ values by more than 0.04.

![Unrestricted general factor of religious/spiritual struggles](image)

**Figure 4.** Unrestricted bifactor model of the RSS. Squares represent items. Ovals represent latent factors. Line weights correspond to their path coefficients, which are standardized. Loadings with dashed grey lines differed insignificantly from zero (p > 0.08). See Table 5 for latent means and variances. Thresholds and residuals are omitted.

Group factor correlations strongly resembled those from the original model without a general factor (|Δr| = 0.01–0.03), except for the correlations among Demonic, Moral, and Ultimate Meaning struggles. Correlations with Ultimate Meaning struggle increased for both Demonic (Δr = 0.13) and Moral struggles (Δr = 0.14). The Demonic-Moral correlation lost almost half its strength (Δr = 0.28), presumably because these factors’ common covariance transferred to the general factor. Loadings on the Moral and Demonic group factors also decreased (Δλ_{Moral} = −0.13−−0.19; Δλ_{Demonic} = −0.17−−0.34); others changed very little in either direction (Δλ_{group} = −0.10−0.07). This supports the comparability of this model’s group factor structure to the original structure, as do extremely high correlations between corresponding factors’ regression scores (rs = 0.980–0.999, except

---

4 We used unscaled CFIs for this test of metric invariance because neither ULSMV nor WLSMV could compute scaled fit statistics for the configural model. Cheung and Rensvold [44] did not specify whether their criteria for measurement invariance apply equally to scaled or unscaled fit statistics.
Demonic $r = 0.723$, and Moral $r = 0.861$). We believe the lower loadings and convergent factor score correlations for the Demonic and Moral factors resulted from the general factor absorbing relatively large portions of the covariance in these factors’ indicators.

Initially the unrestricted general factor did not facilitate a clear psychological interpretation. The general factor of the restricted bifactor model more clearly represented a common latent factor of R/S struggle constructed specifically to explain correlations among different kinds of R/S struggles and render their group factors independent. The general factor of the unrestricted bifactor model clearly did not have the same effect, because the strong group factor covariances from the original model remained mostly unaltered. Furthermore, items loaded much more weakly on this general factor than on the restricted model’s general factor. Only Demonic items loaded strongly on the general factor ($\lambda_{\text{general}} = 0.54–0.73$), and Moral items loaded moderately ($\lambda_{\text{general}} = 0.46–0.54$); all other items had weak or insignificant loadings ($\lambda_{\text{general}} = -0.10–0.27$). To avoid building further results on sampling error and to maintain a focus on replication of theory-driven results, we chose not to trim insignificant loadings, but that option seems open to future replications. Regardless, this general factor related disproportionately to Demonic and Moral items, not unlike religiousness in Exline and colleagues’ initial study of the RSS [19].

Following these efforts to optimize the RSS measurement model, we returned to the question of whether a bifactor structure would alter the RSS group factors’ relationships with religiousness and distress. Incorporating these related constructs into the SEM would also create an opportunity to learn more about the psychologically ambiguous general factor. Hence we turn next to SEMs of the RSS, religiousness, and distress.

3.4. Structural Equation Models with Religiousness and Distress

3.4.1. Exclusion criteria, Measurement Invariance, and Latent Distributional Differences

Before including our measures of religiousness and distress, we screened their data in preparation for measurement invariance testing. Despite the aforementioned advantages of ULSMV estimation, using it in lavaan necessitated listwise deletion of incomplete response sets. We tested measurement invariance for each measure separately, but only used data from participants with complete responses on all measures used here so that results would better reflect the degree of measurement invariance attainable for the SEM that included all measures. Therefore, analyses in this section exclude the nontheistic MTurk sample entirely, because its participants did not receive the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) [67] nor the religious belief salience measure (RBS) [61], and only 42 completed the religious participation (RP) measure [9].

Only the Big Five Inventory (BFI) [69] contained a sufficient number of items (some reverse-coded) to check for long strings of invariant responding. Of the original 5863 participants who responded to the RSS, an absolute minimum of three participants gave identical responses to 38 out of 44 BFI items. As with the RSS, we excluded 140 participants (2.4%) with more than 38 identical responses, though only 69 of these participants met all other criteria. Altogether, these criteria further reduced the west coastal Christian university’s sample size by 159 ($n = 910$), the Midwestern public university’s by 321 (1549), and the general MTurk sample size by 136 (1013), resulting in a final sample of $N = 4306$ (75.5% of valid RSS data or 73.4% of the original sample). Unidimensional measurement model CFAs achieved good fit statistics for RBS, RP, and anxiety, but only acceptable fit for neuroticism, perceived stress, and depression (Table 7). Strict equality constraints improved fit for all factor models except depression, which achieved metric invariance. Latent variances did not vary significantly for depression ($\Delta \text{CFI} = -0.001$ vs. metric-invariant model), anxiety ($\Delta = -0.005$ vs. strict model), and RBS ($\Delta \text{CFI} = -0.001$ vs. strict), but varied significantly across

---

5 Mplus can use ULSMV with pairwise complete data.
samples for other factors, as did latent means for all factors (Table 8). The strictly invariant model of depression fit significantly worse than the metric-invariant model; nonetheless, we used it to estimate latent mean differences with a minimum of avoidable bias while avoiding modifications.

### Table 7. Measurement model fit, invariance, and reliability statistics for religiousness and distress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Belief</th>
<th>Salience</th>
<th>Participation</th>
<th>Depression</th>
<th>Anxiety</th>
<th>Neuroticism</th>
<th>Perceived Stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRMR</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>7.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metric ΔCFI</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strict ΔCFI</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>−0.013</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability ω</td>
<td>0.96−0.98</td>
<td>0.50−0.82</td>
<td>0.77−0.91</td>
<td>0.86−0.91</td>
<td>0.77−0.89</td>
<td>0.75−0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Fit and reliability statistics apply to strictly invariant models; “Strict ΔCFI” compares strictly invariant models’ CFIs to metric models’; “Metric ΔCFI” compares metric models’ CFIs to configural models’; Reliabilities varied by sample, only once below 0.73 for the west coastal Christian university.

### Table 8. Latent means (and variances) for religiousness and distress factors across samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Belief</th>
<th>Salience</th>
<th>Participation</th>
<th>Depression</th>
<th>Anxiety</th>
<th>Neuroticism</th>
<th>Perceived Stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WCC</td>
<td>5.2 (5.7)</td>
<td>2.4 (0.6)</td>
<td>0.1 (0.4)</td>
<td>0.2 (2.3)</td>
<td>−0.1 (0.4)</td>
<td>0.2 (0.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWU</td>
<td>0.9 (8.1)</td>
<td>0.5 (1.4)</td>
<td>0.1 (0.5)</td>
<td>0.3 (2.6)</td>
<td>0.1 (0.4)</td>
<td>0.1 (0.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWR</td>
<td>0.0 (10.4)</td>
<td>0.0 (1.7)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.5)</td>
<td>0.0 (2.3)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.4)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMT</td>
<td>0.5 (21.7)</td>
<td>0.3 (2.2)</td>
<td>−0.3 (0.9)</td>
<td>−0.3 (4.2)</td>
<td>−0.2 (0.8)</td>
<td>−0.4 (1.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: WCC = west coastal Christian university; MWU = Midwestern public university; MWR = Midwestern private university; GMT = general MTurk; The MWR sample’s means served as a comparative baseline. All models used strict invariance constraints across samples.

The west coastal Christian university had much higher latent means for religiousness, as expected. Only this sample produced a particularly low reliability estimate for religious participation; all other reliabilities exceeded 0.73. The general MTurk sample did not show any signs of over-representing nonreligious populations, despite evidence of this in other studies [58]. However, the MTurk sample had slightly lower distress means, and more variance in all latent factors. We suspect that these differences may reflect the sample’s greater diversity of education, occupation, and (greater) age.

### 3.4.2. Latent Correlations

The following sections present results from large multi-group SEMs that analyzed the latent correlations among R/S struggles, religiousness, and distress. These correlations varied across samples. However, invariance tests ensured consistency of factor measurement across samples.

The first of these sections establishes a theoretical baseline for these latent correlations as estimated using the original measurement model of the RSS with only six correlated first-order factors and simple structure (i.e., one loading per item). Subsequent sections present and compare corresponding correlations derived from similar SEMs using a restricted (i.e., orthogonal group factors) bifactor measurement model for the RSS first, and then using an unrestricted bifactor measurement model with correlated group factors. These comparisons across four populations and three SEMs permitted thorough consideration of whether R/S struggles might relate strongly enough to religiousness or distress to threaten their discriminant validity if one models R/S struggles with either one or many dimensions.

Without establishing measurement invariance directly across these models, we can only assume that all latent factors correspond approximately across models. This seems defensible for all factors with unchanged measurement models, but the six psychological constructs originally represented by
the RSS factors may not correspond so closely to the group factors in the bifactor measurement models, and the general factors surely must change when restricting versus freely estimating group factor correlations. We consider the effects of these changes across models on latent correlations, but avoid exact statistical comparisons in light of possible measurement variance transferring from deliberate changes in the RSS measurement model to indirect changes in other factors’ models.

Original RSS Measurement Model

We first estimated an SEM with the original measurement models for the RSS and all measures of religiousness and distress, allowing all latent factors to covary freely. This model fit adequately ($\chi^2(10,436) = 23,974, CFI = 0.91, RMSEA = 0.04, WRMR = 4.20$) and maintained strict measurement invariance across samples (strict vs. metric invariance $\Delta$CFI = –0.007, metric vs. configural $\Delta$CFI = 0.004).

Across the Midwestern public and private university and general MTurk samples, as in the original sample [19], strong positive relationships arose between the Demonic struggle factor and the religiousness factors (both RBS and RP; $r_s = 0.53–0.61$; Table 9). Moderate relationships arose between the Moral struggle factor and religiousness ($r_s = 0.32–0.46$). Other struggles exhibited weaker correlations with religiousness, all either positive or insignificantly negative ($r_s = 0.07–0.27$), except Ultimate Meaning struggle ($r_s = 0.18–0.08$).

The west coastal Christian university sample presented exceptions to each of the above. Here, the two religiousness factors related more negatively to all struggles. In this sample, RBS and RP only related positively to Demonic struggle, but much less than in the other samples ($r_s = 0.10$ and 0.17, respectively), and insignificantly to Moral struggle (both $r_s = -0.05$). Other struggles related negatively and moderately overall ($r_s = -0.19–0.42$), setting aside a more weakly negative correlation between Interpersonal struggle and RP ($r = -0.09$).

The RSS factors’ latent correlations with all distress factors emerged as uniformly positive and more stable across samples than with religiousness. Ultimate Meaning struggle generally related the most strongly to distress ($r_s = 0.41–0.64$), followed by Divine struggle ($r_s = 0.33–0.56$). Other struggles related more moderately ($r_s = 0.10–0.42$), except Interpersonal struggle and depression in the west coastal Christian university sample ($r = 0.52$).

Restricted Bifactor RSS Measurement Model

Next, we estimated this SEM with the restricted bifactor measurement model substituted for the original RSS model. This yielded acceptable fit statistics ($\chi^2(10,440) = 24,284, CFI = 0.91, RMSEA = 0.04, WRMR = 4.31$), but also produced invalidly large correlations ($|r| > 1$) between religiousness factors and all R/S struggle factors. Using diagonally weighted least squares instead of unweighted least squares did not resolve this problem. Using maximum likelihood (ML) estimation on polychoric correlations produced non-convergence errors, as it tends to [36]. However, treating the data as continuous for the purpose of ML estimation allowed the model to converge with interpretable parameter estimates.
Table 9. Latent correlations between factors of the RSS and factors of religiousness and distress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RSS Factor</th>
<th>Measurement Model</th>
<th>Religiosity</th>
<th>Distress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Belief Salience</td>
<td>Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divine</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>-0.35/0.00/0.24/0.17</td>
<td>-0.19/0.10/0.24/0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>-0.13/0.14/0.13/0.02</td>
<td>-0.07/0.18/0.34/0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>-0.40/0.17/0.05/0.06</td>
<td>-0.24/0.08/0.06/0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonic</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.10/0.53/0.37/0.59</td>
<td>0.17/0.58/0.60/0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>0.18/0.26/0.18/0.27</td>
<td>0.24/0.36/0.20/0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>-0.10/0.10/0.02/0.34</td>
<td>-0.01/0.16/0.10/0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-personal</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>-0.23/0.04/0.15/0.07</td>
<td>-0.09/0.14/0.27/0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>-0.06/0.15/0.21/0.14</td>
<td>-0.00/0.07/0.20/0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>-0.27/0.16/0.05/0.17</td>
<td>-0.13/0.01/0.10/0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>-0.05/0.38/0.46/0.33</td>
<td>-0.05/0.34/0.42/0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>0.06/0.26/0.25/0.20</td>
<td>0.02/0.09/0.02/0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>-0.19/0.01/0.03/0.02</td>
<td>-0.18/0.06/0.06/0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate Meaning</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>-0.42/0.18/0.06/0.18</td>
<td>-0.25/0.05/0.08/0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>-0.23/0.32/0.25/0.31</td>
<td>-0.15/0.26/0.31/0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>-0.42/0.18/0.05/0.19</td>
<td>-0.25/0.06/0.08/0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubt</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>-0.34/0.01/0.26/0.16</td>
<td>-0.20/0.06/0.20/0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>-0.15/0.16/0.03/0.05</td>
<td>-0.04/0.21/0.34/0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>-0.39/0.15/0.09/0.05</td>
<td>-0.24/0.08/0.05/0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>-0.26/0.10/0.32/0.19</td>
<td>-0.17/0.22/0.51/0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>0.41/0.07/0.74/0.50</td>
<td>0.38/0.69/0.71/0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: slashes divide correlations by sample in the following order: west coastal Christian university/Midwestern public university/Midwestern private university/general MTurk. SEMs using the original and unrestricted bifactor measurement models for the RSS used strict measurement invariance constraints. The restricted bifactor RSS SEM used partial metric invariance constraints.
ML estimation produced a very poor CFI = 0.66 in spite of other fairly good fit statistics ($\chi^2(9,570) = 16,510$, RMSEA = 0.03, standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) = 0.06). We chose not to evaluate these fit statistics according to absolute thresholds for acceptability of fit, given evidence of downward bias in fit statistics when using maximum likelihood estimation on ordinal data from several simulation studies [24,26,30–37]. In light of other indications of adequate fit for the same model using ULSMV estimation or other RSS measurement models, as well as support from measurement model CFAs of each questionnaire considered separately, we assumed acceptable model specification, and only evaluated fit statistics relatively for this model across levels of invariance. It only achieved partial metric invariance ($\Delta $CFI < 0.01) after allowing loadings for two items to remain freely estimated.\(^6\) We report the following parameter estimates from this SEM, but urge caution in comparing them directly to other models’ estimates and in interpreting them as true population parameters. Relative to estimates produced with polychoric correlations and ULSMV estimation, ML estimates suffer more bias in the form of attenuated loadings and covariances.

The general factor of the RSS correlated inconsistently with the two religiousness factors across samples. It correlated most strongly and positively with RBS and RP in the Midwestern private university sample ($rs = 0.32$ and $0.51$, respectively), more weakly in the Midwestern public university and general MTurk samples ($rs = 0.10–0.22$), and negatively in the west coastal Christian university sample ($rs = -0.26$ and $-0.17$). Religiousness correlations with the RSS group factors appeared more stable across samples, but shifted toward more negative values like the correlations in the west coastal Christian university sample with the original RSS measurement model. Correlations only remained moderately positive at most across samples for Demonic ($rs = 0.18–0.36$) and Moral struggles ($rs = 0.02–0.26$), but ranged from moderately negative to insignificant for other struggles ($rs = -0.34–0.05$).

As with the original RSS measurement model, the RSS group factors’ relationships with the distress factors varied less across samples, and all correlations remained positive or insignificant. Moderate correlations with distress factors manifested for the general RSS factor ($rs = 0.25–0.40$) and Ultimate Meaning struggle ($rs = 0.21–0.54$). Two moderate correlations also appeared in the west coastal Christian university sample between Divine struggle and perceived stress ($r = 0.35$) and between Interpersonal struggle and depression ($r = 0.29$). Overall, other R/S struggle factors correlated weakly or insignificantly with distress ($rs = -0.07–0.25$).

Unrestricted Bifactor RSS Measurement Model

Third, we estimated the SEM using the bifactor model of the RSS with correlated group factors and the conventional measurement models for RBS and RP, neuroticism, the PSS, anxiety, and the CES-D. This SEM achieved marginally better fit statistics than the SEM with the original RSS measurement model ($\chi^2(10,380) = 22,534$, CFI = 0.92, RMSEA = 0.03; WRMR = 3.98) and again maintained strict invariance acceptably (strict vs. metric invariance $\Delta$CFI = 0.006).\(^7\)

---

\(^6\) The fourth CES-D item and the 13th RSS item (an interpersonal struggle item) as it loaded on the restricted general factor required freely estimated loadings. These loadings varied more across samples than all others in the configural model (standardized $s^2_B = 0.03$ and 0.02, respectively). Scaling corrections worsened these models’ fit statistics dramatically ($\Delta $CFI = -0.218 with partial metric invariance). Without these corrections, these models did not indicate a significant lack of full metric invariance (full metric vs. configural $\Delta $CFI = -0.005).

\(^7\) The configural model failed to calculate scaled fit statistics and robust standard errors, and produced inadmissible parameter estimates in the west coastal Christian university sample. A single-group version with that sample showed no such problems, but failed to converge with the Midwestern public university data using ULSMV or WLSMV estimation. Using ML without polychoric correlations, this model converged with no problems (other than a poor CFI statistic), and the multi-group version established metric invariance ($\Delta $CFI = -0.005 vs. configural). Again, scaled fit statistics gave marginally more, technically significant cause for concern ($\Delta $CFI = -0.011). We deemed this concern negligible, since this same minor difference in outcomes as in the restricted bifactor RSS SEM only necessitated free estimation of two loadings across that model’s groups. Furthermore, the unscaled fit statistics for the WLSMV-estimated multi-group models also indicated metric invariance ($\Delta $CFI = -0.002 vs. configural), and no inadmissible parameters resulted from the strictly invariant model using ULSMV estimation, which fit acceptably.
Loadings on the general factor of the RSS changed slightly from those estimated in CFA of its measurement model alone. Loadings strengthened for Moral struggle items ($\lambda_{\text{general}} = 0.49$–$0.61$), the second Demonic item (about evil temptation; $\lambda_{\text{general}} = 0.82$), and some Interpersonal ($\lambda_{\text{general}} = -0.12$–$-0.38$) and other Demonic items ($\lambda_{\text{general}} = 0.60$–$0.68$). All other loadings weakened ($\lambda_{\text{general}} = -0.06$–$-0.29$).

The unrestricted general factor of the RSS correlated much more positively with factors of religiousness than in the restricted bifactor RSS SEM. However, these correlations remained inconsistent (with a similar pattern of inconsistency) across samples. RBS and RP correlated with the RSS' general factor positively and most strongly in the Midwestern private and public university samples ($r \approx 0.67$–$0.74$), followed by the general MTurk sample ($r \approx 0.50$ and $0.53$), with only moderately positive correlations in the west coastal Christian university sample ($r \approx 0.41$ and $0.38$).

As in the SEM using the original RSS measurement model, religiousness correlated more negatively to the RSS group factors in the west coastal Christian university sample ($r \approx -0.27$–$-0.01$), especially RBS with Divine, Ultimate Meaning, and Doubt struggles ($r \approx -0.42$–$-0.39$). Across the other three samples, weak or insignificant correlations had mixed valences ($r \approx -0.19$–$0.16$), except for moderately positive correlations with Demonic struggle in the general MTurk sample (both $r \approx 0.34$). Overall, this reduction in the correlations of religiousness with RSS group factors, particularly Demonic and Moral struggle, suggested that the general factor had absorbed much of the RSS factors’ positive covariance with religiousness, improving its already sufficient discriminant validity.

Correlations with distress changed very little relative to the SEM with the original RSS measurement model. As in this SEM, all RSS group factors’ correlations with all distress factors remained consistently positive. Again, Ultimate Meaning struggle correlated most ($r \approx 0.41$–$0.65$), followed by Divine struggle ($r \approx 0.35$–$0.50$). Other struggles also correlated with distress positively and moderately ($r \approx 0.20$–$0.43$), with two exceptions. On the high end, Interpersonal struggle correlated strongly with depression in the west coastal Christian university sample ($r \approx 0.53$); on the low end, Demonic struggle correlated insignificantly with perceived stress in the Midwestern private university sample ($r \approx 0.15$). The general factor only correlated significantly with anxiety in the Midwestern private university sample ($r \approx 0.19$; all other $r \approx -0.11$–$-0.16$). These results establish fairly consistent, positive relationships with distress that vary among different kinds of R/S struggle.

4. Discussion

This study sought to update the measurement model for the Religious and Spiritual Struggles Scale (RSS) [19] and replicate it across five distinct samples, with special attention devoted to the effects of modern SEM methodology and bifactor structures on the RSS factors’ relationships with religiousness and distress. We wished to thoroughly test the latent structure of the RSS for stability and applicability across adult populations with varying degrees of religiousness, and to scrutinize its discriminant validity as a unique set of constructs.

4.1. Measurement Validation

Results seem very encouraging for the measurement characteristics of the RSS. Its fit statistics have improved with these methodological updates since Exline and colleagues’ [19] initial analyses using normal-theory maximum likelihood estimation. Model parameters remained mostly as described there, and cohered well to the intended structure of the measure.

Strict measurement invariance held across two regions of the USA, across one relatively religious sample and one relatively nonreligious sample, and across other demographic differences between university students and the MTurk community. Strict invariance exhibits the robustness of this measure against typical demographic variation within the USA. This result also absolves Exline and colleagues’ study of any confound between comparisons of correlations across samples and biasing due to calculating factor scores by averaging item response ranks. Exploratory factor analysis of the nontheistic MTurk sample raised interesting questions about structural discriminant validity within
supernatural struggles (Divine and Demonic) among nonbelievers, but confirmatory factor analysis suggested that these questions can await other nontheistic samples without urgency.

The restricted bifactor model lent new support to the relatively untested unidimensional scoring approach for the RSS, while taking nothing away from the multidimensional approach that Exline and colleagues [19] supported more directly. Its mutually strong loading pairs and equivalently good fit statistics upheld the validity of all factors in question, both narrow and broad. Thus the nature of R/S struggles appears at once both complex and coherent, unified and diverse. Its multifaceted and potentially hierarchical nature bode well for research applications at all levels of depth and detail, whether assessing types of R/S struggle discretely or holistically. For modern research powered by SEM, the unrestricted bifactor model offers minor improvements on the already good fit of the original measurement model. It did not alter the internal structure of the original RSS factors substantially, though Demonic and Moral struggles seemed much more independent of each other and slightly more related to Ultimate Meaning struggle.

4.2. Religiousness, Distress, and Discriminant Validity

Further research seems warranted particularly for the unrestricted bifactor model with correlated group factors. Adding this general factor to the original model improved its fit statistics consistently and seemed to improve discriminant validity with religiousness overall. However, what kind of construct this general factor represents—whether mere method error or something more psychologically meaningful—remains debatable, as does the question of whether the group factors have changed in this model versus the original. Loadings and factor score correlations suggest they have not changed, but latent correlations with religiousness indicate some subtle changes. The general factor correlates very strongly with religiousness, especially among our Midwestern university populations. We did not expect correlations to differ across populations in the USA, but our evidence of several differences in correlations with religiousness also warrants further study.

The comparative stability of moderate correlations with distress speaks to the importance of addressing R/S struggles in the course of efforts to improve human experience in general, whether by reducing suffering or promoting growth. Implications here seem quite clear: R/S struggles often accompany negative emotions, but vary independently for the most part, and may play an important role in the course of coping with life’s challenges. This holds true regardless of how one measures distress or how one uses the RSS. Bifactor modeling did not show strong effects on the RSS group factors’ correlations with distress. Essentially no changes occurred with the unrestricted bifactor model. The restricted bifactor model may have transferred some positive covariance to its general factor, reducing correlations slightly between distress and the RSS group factors.

To some extent these results lend the restricted and unrestricted bifactor models of the RSS to slightly different applications. If discriminant validity with distress presents a special concern, the restricted bifactor model may help reduce correlations with the Ultimate Meaning and Divine struggle factors. If discriminant validity with religiousness matters more in a given application, the unrestricted bifactor model may improve the Demonic and Moral struggle factors’ independence.

No other factors gave cause for so much as mild concern about external discriminant validity throughout our analyses, except arguably the unrestricted general factor of the RSS, which correlated quite strongly with religiousness in the Midwestern university samples. Given weaker evidence of this correlation in the other samples and somewhat inconsistent performance with religiousness across populations, we cannot conclude that this general factor clearly represents a facet of religiousness itself. Nonetheless, we predict that the unrestricted bifactor model of the RSS would decrease group factor correlations with religiousness to varying degrees in new samples, as this pattern occurred consistently across all our samples.

If the RSS’ unrestricted general factor does not represent a novel construct, it improves the independence of its original constructs. Perhaps its relationship with religiousness implies a transition in the content of R/S struggles between levels of religious involvement and embeddedness. Demoni
Religious struggles seem more compatible with an ideological investment in Christian doctrinal orthodoxy than other R/S struggles, whereas Divine, Interpersonal, Ultimate Meaning, and Doubt struggles seem somewhat more controversial or unorthodox, though not rarer. If the unrestricted general factor represents a common contribution of religiousness to Demonic and Moral struggles, this might allow SEM to isolate these struggles’ more domain-specific variance, thus avoiding the need for separate measures of religiousness for statistical control.

Conversely, if the unrestricted general factor differs irreducibly from religiousness, it may represent a valuably distinct aspect of R/S experience. If this construct contributes to Demonic and Moral struggles independently of religiousness, further insights on its nature might aid prediction, explanation, or intervention as methods for these purposes continue to develop. Longitudinal research would enable a test of independent prediction over time and other tests of construct validity.

Cross-cultural research would more stringently test the measurement invariance of the RSS in general and the unrestricted general factor in particular. If the unrestricted general factor’s loadings depend heavily on these American cultural and largely Christian religious contexts, the latent factor might amount to little more than uninterpretable nuisance covariance. However, if its structure proves more robustly universal, this result would support its meaningfulness as a psychological entity. Intermediate results might suggest interesting possibilities as well. For instance, if Demonic item loadings vary across cultures according to their religious affiliations or spiritual beliefs, but Moral item loadings and the general factor’s correlation with religiousness remain consistent, this might imply that only Demonic struggle depends on varying religious beliefs across cultures. If the Demonic factor correlations also support this conclusion when using the original measurement model, but the unrestricted bifactor model continues to produce a more independent Demonic factor across cultures, then that latter factor might represent the more universal form of Demonic struggle that depends less on religious context. Analogous possibilities also exist for Moral struggles.

4.3. Methodological Observations

These results suggest that researchers should devote more careful consideration to the comparison of religiously mixed populations to populations with specific religious affiliations. Concerns about the heterogeneity of Internet worker populations seem comparatively minimal. Our close comparisons between university samples and MTurk samples (even one with selective sampling) reinforce the already well-established viability of MTurk populations for psychological research. The west coastal Christian university sample proved to be the least comparable sample—even less like the other university samples than the general MTurk sample. We cannot rule out other differences in the west coastal Christian sample as potential causes of differences in their results, but given much less evidence of differences in the general MTurk sample despite its very different distributions of age, education, and location, religion seems the most plausible cause of variance.

Some challenges arose concerning SEM estimator convergence and invalidly large latent correlations when employing bifactor models, especially in larger, multi-group SEMs. Our ability to circumvent these problems using different estimators, equality constraints across groups, and by avoiding the use of polychoric correlations in the restricted bifactor SEM, suggest the need for a better understanding of how these choices affect convergence rates. Bifactor models with polychoric correlations particularly seemed to increase the incidence of improper correlation estimates.

Using multi-group SEM to estimate latent correlations among many factors presents probably the largest burden of complexity and computational labor as compared to calculations of conventional correlations among scores that treat responses as continuous numerical data and average them. Results

---

8 Our largest SEM took over a day to converge using the newest Intel processor overclocked to 4.5 GHz. (Lavaan currently uses only one core per SEM.) Using maximum likelihood estimation without polychoric correlations reduced processing time drastically, as did using simpler SEMs or pooling data into one sample, but our interests prohibited these shortcuts.
did not reveal any clear threats to the simpler scoring methods of classical test theory as applied to these measures; in fact, the strong, relatively even loadings and strict invariance of the simple structure SEM indicated ideal conditions for these methods. Nonetheless, validation via our more demanding methods should precede the use of more basic methods in general, and provided us maximally rigorous, exact tests and exceptionally strong evidence of replicability across populations. Moreover, though the restricted bifactor CFA effectively validated the use of a total score for all RSS items [23], a total score would not divide items’ covariance into group factor variance and general factor variance; it would conflate these two influences despite their theoretical independence. Only through SEM could we gain the insights described here regarding the different sets of correlations of the RSS’ group and general factors with religiousness and distress.

4.4. Limitations and Future Directions

Our multi-group SEMs ventured outside well-researched applications of measurement invariance testing. We do not know whether Cheung and Rensvold’s [44] guidelines for acceptable changes in fit statistics across levels of invariance apply in measurement invariance tests of such complex SEMs across four samples, especially using estimators for ordinal data and scaled fit statistics. Direct tests of partial invariance across different measurement models of the same factors would also help determine to what extent estimating an unrestricted general factor changes the identity of the group factors relative to a model without bifactor structure. These issues necessitate more advanced simulation studies and measurement invariance testing methods than we could find.

We deliberately limited the complexity of our latent factor measurement modeling strategies to test simple structures and basic bifactor structures for the RSS only. Future analyses should extend this multi-sample framework to explore modification indices and attempt to replicate any subtle improvements these might identify. For instance, the unrestricted bifactor model of the RSS suggests one could trim many insignificant loadings. Very strong latent correlations between the two religiousness factors and among the four distress factors would permit simpler representations of their external relationships via general factors. We considered bifactor structures for these measures as well, but we do not report them here.

Longitudinal research would help to address the remaining questions of whether these factors maintain stability over time or change together in the ways one would expect from their correlations. Longitudinal data might also offer limited gains in the capacity for causal inference, but only true experimentation could serve this need directly. Innovative, ethically sensitive manipulations of religiousness, R/S struggle, and distress could prove most valuable for resolving the ambiguity of causal directions involved in these relationships.

Behavioral data or observer reports from relationally close others could reduce our vulnerability to biases in self-reports such as acquiescence, self-enhancement, and extreme responding. These alternative measurement methods would enhance our basis for judging discriminant validity and the degree of relatedness among our constructs of interest. If collected in tandem with these self-report measures, they could further test measurement validity as well.

In light of global variations in culture and R/S experiences and beliefs, this research could greatly benefit from cross-cultural replication. Our conclusions depend entirely on a sample of predominantly white Christians from the USA. Others have noted that as a western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic population (WEIRD) [86], the USA may represent the global population poorly in many senses. Future work should consider both the context of different belief systems such as nontheistic, polytheistic, or animistic religions, and the influences of regional norms on expressions of religious beliefs and negative emotions. Furthermore, less socially or cognitively complex populations test the limits of discriminant validity for closely related constructs, which may lose their independence, as Saucier [87] demonstrated with personality structure across culture. Similarly, complexity of latent structure may increase with age. Preliminary results from analyses of retrospectively reported R/S
struggles in childhood and adolescence support this hypothesis [88]. Therefore, future sampling efforts should also seek participants from younger and older age groups.

Other available opportunities for measurement invariance testing remain unexplored in our samples. Our MTurk samples included a wide range of ages, and all samples may have enough men to test invariance by gender. Ethnic and R/S subsamples have small enough sizes to threaten power for invariance tests across these groups, but some of our more thoroughly invariant samples may permit pooling across populations for certain purposes. Ongoing data collection efforts will also expand some of these samples over time. Future analyses should avoid pooling the west coastal Christian university’s data with other samples when testing relationships between the RSS factors and religiousness, given the uniquely more negative relationships we observed for this sample. Denominational differences among Christians may pose another untested explanation for the uniqueness of this sample’s correlations relative to the other largely Christian samples. Evidence of denominational differences in the relationships between religiousness and well-being [89] and between religious coping and adjustment to major surgery [90] also implies that relationships between the RSS factors and distress may vary across denominations. Preliminary evidence of other demographic differences in RSS factor scores suggests that other influences abound [91]. This line of research has many potential nuances left to consider.

5. Conclusions

The Religious and Spiritual Struggles Scale (RSS) [19] effectively measures its six varieties of R/S struggle as well as a more general factor of total R/S struggle. The RSS shows no signs of measurement bias across five demographically and religiously diverse populations in the USA, though the latent constructs it measures differ in distribution. R/S struggles vary mostly independently of religiousness and distress; these factors correlate with R/S struggles to unequal degrees, but never so strongly as to threaten their discriminant validity. An unrestricted bifactor model of the RSS shows mixed potential to reduce the original subscales’ correlations with religiousness and gain deeper insights on the nature of these relationships, which seem clearest with Demonic and Moral struggles. Ultimate Meaning and Divine struggles stand out as the strongest connections to distress. A restricted bifactor model may help to partition these relationships into weaker, struggle-specific relationships and a more general relationship with R/S struggle as an abstract gestalt.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

BFI Big Five Inventory [69]
CES-D Center for Epidemiological Studies—Depression scale [62]
CFA confirmatory factor analysis
CFI comparative fit index
CI confidence interval
GMT general MTurk
ML maximum likelihood
MTurk Amazon Mechanical Turk
MWU Midwestern public university
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MWR  Midwestern private university
NMT  nontheistic MTurk
PSS  Perceived Stress Scale [67]
R/S  religious and spiritual
RSS  Religious and Spiritual Struggles Scale [19]
RBS  religious belief salience [61]
RP  religious participation [9]
RMSEA  root mean square error of approximation
RMSR  df-corrected root mean square residual
SEM  structural equation model
TLI  Tucker–Lewis index
ULSMV  unweighted least squares with mean and variance adjustments
WLSMV  diagonally weighted least squares with mean and variance adjustments
WRMR  weighted root mean square residual
WCC  west coastal Christian university
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